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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 Aiskrim Cik Su owned by Suryati binti Mohd Sahit. The owner gets the idea to sell the 

Aiskrim Cik Su based on ice cream Malaysia that very popular at the past. But the owner makes 

some revolution which is she makes the variety flavor to the ice cream. Besides that, Aiskrim Cik 

Su not only sell the Malaysian ice cream only. The owner also sells the ice cream inside the jar to 

make people more interact with the product. The Aiskrim Cik Su was establish in 2 years which 

is starting in 2019. 

 Initially, the owner just trying to produce the ice cream just for the hobby but because of 

she looks that the ice cream become popular, she starts to selling the ice cream as the part time 

job. Even she already working, she still wants to produce and sell the ice cream to get the side 

income. Aiskrim Cik Su have more than 10 flavors of ice cream Malaysia and 10 flavor of ice 

cream jar. 

 The business is totally conducted by herself and family. Her children helping her to produce 

the ice cream and her brother and sister become her agent to sell the product. The service to this 

product is delivery based on the area and the payment via online and cash. The owner also 

promoting her product using media social platform which is Facebook and Whatsapp. 
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Go-Ecommerce registration 
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NAME AND ADDRESS BUSINESS 

Aiskrim Cik Su or formaly Cik Su Resources has selling the ice cream product with the 

variety flavors. The product is directly made for home which is in Seksyen 32, Shah Alam. To get 

the Cik Su’s product, customers need to get order first via online or face to face then the product 

will be delivered to the customers house directly. But because the product is ice cream, only the 

area chosen can get the ice cream which is in Shah Alam and Klang area. This is because if the 

location far, it can make the ice cream melt on that way.  

For the beginning, the areas to get the product is a limited because of lack of worker and 

the very sensitive product. So the Cik Su product only covered the near area. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 

 

  

SURYATI BINTI MOHD SAHIT

(MANAGER)

SYAMSULINA

(AGENT)

SAFWAN

(AGENT)

SYARAFANA NAJWA

SYAFIAH ZULAIKHA

SAJIDAH ZAHIRAH

(PRODUCTION ASSISTANT)
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MISSION AND VISSION 

• MISSION 

- Provide the good product based on ice cream 

- Make a new flavor revolution for the ice cream Malaysia 

- Making the variety ice cream product 

• VISSION 

- Make the revolution for the ice cream flavors 

- All Malaysian can try and get Aiskrim Cik Su 

DECRIPTIONS OF PRODUCT/ SERVICES 

• Affordable price 

• Variety values 

• Delicious 
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PRICE LIST 

- Aiskrim Cik Su RM 1 

 

 

- Aiskrim Cik Su Balang RM 6 
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FACEBOOK PAGE 

Owner: Syamsulina binti Mohd Sahit 

Name Page: Aiskrim Cik Su 

Page like: 92 likes 

Link:https://m.facebook.com/Aiskrim-Viral-Cik-Su-

100510685592465/?notif_t=page_invite_accept&notif_id=1622950734164636&ref=m_notif 

  

  

https://m.facebook.com/Aiskrim-Viral-Cik-Su-100510685592465/?notif_t=page_invite_accept&notif_id=1622950734164636&ref=m_notif
https://m.facebook.com/Aiskrim-Viral-Cik-Su-100510685592465/?notif_t=page_invite_accept&notif_id=1622950734164636&ref=m_notif
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FACEBOOK TEASER 
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FACEBOOK POST-COPY WRITING SOFT SELL 
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FACEBOOK POST-COPY WRITING HARD SELL 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, selling the product via Facebook page give me new knowledge how to used the 

application. The Facebook is not only known as the media social function, but also can help the 

seller to sell their product free. Creating Facebook page also teach me to used the proper resources 

and copyrighting materials. Some of the posting will be cut from Facebook if the page is copying 

another material like song without permission and so on.  

 


